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ABSTRACT
We study how experience with asset price bubbles changes the trading strategies of reinforcement learning (RL) traders and ask whether the change in trading strategies helps to prevent future bubbles. We train the RL traders in a multi-agent market simulation platform, ABIDES, and compare the strategies of traders trained with and without bubble experience. We find that RL traders without bubble experience behave like short-term momentum traders, whereas traders with bubble experience behave like value traders. Therefore, RL traders without bubble experience amplify bubbles, whereas RL traders with bubble experience tend to suppress and sometimes prevent them. This finding suggests that learning from experience is a mechanism for a boom and bust cycle where the experience of a collapsing bubble makes future bubbles less likely for a period of time until the memory fades and bubbles become more likely to form again.

1 INTRODUCTION
Financial bubbles are a well-known economic phenomenon defined as periods of unsustainable growth or loss in the price of an asset (Sornette and Cauwels 2014). In a bubble, asset prices deviate from their intrinsic valuation (Garber 1990). The occurrence of financial bubbles accompanies the increase of trade in all realms (Frehen et al. 2013). Bubbles are dangerous and can significantly damage the existing economic system (Ofek and Richardson 2003; Phillips and Yu 2011). While the mechanism of how a bubble generates and bursts has been well studied (Phillips and Shi 2018), few efforts have focused on how such bubbles may affect investor trading strategies and how investors can potentially affect the evolution of existing bubbles. In this work, we investigated how exposure of market agents to bubble scenarios in a simulated environment affected future trading strategies and bubble formation. We found that market participants with sufficient bubble experience tend to suppress bubble formation and lessen bubble duration while maintaining profitability.
Our empirical results derive from a financial market multi-agent system (MAS) based on the Agent-Based Interactive Discrete Event Simulation (ABIDES) environment (Byrd et al. 2019; Vyetrenko et al. 2020). By configuring each agent as an individual market participant, MAS can effectively represent a financial market (LeBaron 2001). In ABIDES, agents can communicate only via messages routed through the simulation kernel with appropriate computation and communication delays. Similar to the real world, most of these will be order-related activity and status messages to or from a stock exchange agent. We populate the simulation with market participants following various pre-defined trading strategies and configure it to generate market bubbles. Our experimental agents utilize reinforcement learning (RL) to learn from the experience that they are exposed to in order to optimize a trading policy that should earn profit and potentially affect market bubbles. We train RL agents with different quantities of bubble exposure as measured by the percentage of training scenarios that contain a bubble. We then evaluate these learning-based agents on new bubble scenarios to investigate their tendency to enhance or reduce bubbles’ formation, size, and duration.

The main contribution of this work is a detailed simulated study of how experiencing stock market bubbles “trains” the learning market agents to modify their trading strategies from momentum-based to value-based on the purpose of maximizing their profits – which also results in fewer and smaller bubbles. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers motivation and related work. Section 3 describes the simulation experiment configurations, followed by the experiment results in Section 4. We discuss the results in Section 5 and conclude our work with future directions in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND

The history of financial bubbles and the mechanism of how such bubbles form and burst have been well investigated in the literature (Brunnermeier and Oehmke 2013; Bhattacharya and Yu 2008). Specifically, the life cycle of a bubble has been clearly illustrated (Scherbina and Schlusche 2014). A bubble usually starts with a new expectation of an asset or a random price fluctuation. For instance, in an upward bubble, buy orders flow in and significantly increase the price because potential payoff attracts investors. Such a rapid price increase and potential return attract further buy orders. However, fast price inflation is usually followed by a quick decrease – the burst of a bubble. A bubble can be burst for various reasons, including regulatory constraints (Lyócsa et al. 2022) and liquidity decrease (Sornette and Cauwels 2014). When bubbles burst, the equilibrium in the order book breaks, and the sell orders dominate.

The primary focus of this work is the effect of prior bubble experience on trading strategies. Human-subject experiments introduce variations that can be confounding factors. Our approach relies on a multi-agent market simulation to better isolate the effect of the bubble experience. Multi-agent systems have been widely used in financial studies (Lux and Marchesi 1999; Preis et al. 2006; Byrd 2019). Compared to human-subject experiments, multi-agent systems can simulate markets with a large scale of market participants in an infinite time horizon, which cannot be achieved in lab studies. Market participants in simulations can be assigned to various empirically designed trading strategies. Also, such simulations allow researchers to control market variables precisely via specified configurations to answer specific research questions (Balch et al. 2019).

This study used ABIDES as the multi-agent platform for simulating the financial market (Byrd et al. 2019; Amrouni et al. 2021). The core of ABIDES is a simulation kernel with a messaging system that allows agents to communicate with configurable latency and nanosecond resolution in continuous double-auction trading similar to NASDAQ. Each stock offered in ABIDES is configured with the help of an exogenous time series that represents the agent’s understanding of the outside world – the “fundamental” price (Byrd 2019), which is a mean-reverting time series based on the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (O-U) process (Uhlenbeck and Ornstein 1930).

Some efforts have been made to simulate financial bubbles using multi-agent systems (Duffy and Ünver 2006; Samanidou et al. 2007; Westphal and Sornette 2020). However, these studies have a limitation in configuring experimental agents with rule-based trading strategies. Agents follow one or a few strategies throughout the simulation, and such strategies are not guaranteed to adapt to market changes and obtain
Figure 1: The start and end of a bubble are identified by comparison of moving averages on the market price with the “fundamental” value of the asset.

payoffs. Understanding that traders in the real world have more complicated strategies, which monitor market environment states, including holding positions, volumes, and trends, learning-based agents are needed to better approximate real-world trading strategies (Kolm and Ritter 2020; Charpentier et al. 2021).

3 EXPERIMENT

We designed and conducted the experiments in ABIDES. We first configured an exchange agent to process all messages – buy or sell orders placed by other agents. Once the exchange agent receives the orders, it matches them within the order book and executes them. The exchange agent also publishes the order book’s status and the executed orders’ details so that other agents can observe how the stock price changes and how the order book evolves. Our study only focused on one stock to simplify the market environment. Since shocks and external impacts are not considered, we configured a mean-reverting fundamental time series as the stock’s expected valuation. A market maker is also configured as a special agent, which provides market liquidity by placing orders on both sides of the order book. Specifically, we configured four types of rule-based background agents with corresponding strategies:

- **Value agents** represent professional investors with a better understanding of stock valuation. This is the only role with access to the fundamental value of a stock. The agent places orders to arbitrage market prices against the valuation, which is an approximate observation of the fundamental value – buying if the stock is undervalued and selling if it is overvalued.

- **Noise agents** represent retail investors who place a few orders per trading day. They follow a simple strategy that places orders in a random direction at random times. Unlike professional investors, retail investors have a limited understanding of the stock valuation and the market trend. Also, the order volume from retail investors is usually less than professional investors.

- **Momentum agents** follow a simple but aggressive momentum-oriented strategy. The momentum is determined by comparing the short-term (5-min) and long-term (30-min) moving averages of the stock price. Momentum agents place buy orders when the short-term exceeds the long-term moving average price. Their order quantities are similar to value agents. Momentum agents utilize limit orders, which include a minimum price the agent will accept to sell or a maximum price it will pay to buy. Due to this constraint, limit orders are not guaranteed to be executed.
Herding agents are similar to momentum agents, monitoring price momentum and placing orders accordingly. But herding agents place market orders, which guarantee immediate execution at the best available price. So, they can rapidly push the executed price upward or downward.

3.1 Generating and Bursting Bubbles

As mentioned in Section 2, the price deviation at the early stage of a bubble starts with overwhelming orders in one direction. Given this fact, we created bubble scenarios by configuring momentum and herding agents – both can place a large number of orders in the same direction within a short amount of time. Specifically, we included 1) 50 value agents, 2) 500 noise agents, 3) 8 momentum agents, 4) 5 herding agents as rule-based market participants, and 6) a market maker agent in the simulations to create bubble scenarios. The percentage of different types of agents is similar to the real market. In addition to generating bubbles, we created non-bubble scenarios by removing herding agents from the simulations. An example of creating a bubble in the simulations is shown in Figure 1. The green time series represents the fundamental value of a stock, and the blue curve represents the executed price. Due to random price fluctuation, the short-term moving average exceeded the long-term value at around the timestamp of 10000 seconds. Herding agents then placed a considerable amount of buy orders that significantly increased the executed price.

Understanding that herding agents share an aggressive trading strategy and can break the balance of the order book rapidly, we burst bubbles by setting a time constraint on herding agents that they cannot place any orders after 12000 seconds when the intraday market simulations start. Such a time constraint mimics regulators’ action to reduce market volatility and protect the market. This time constraint is also illustrated in Figure 1 that after 12000 seconds, herding agents stopped placing buy orders and sell orders from value agents dominate the order book to push the price to converge back to the fundamental value. Thus, the executed price shown in blue demonstrates an example of the generation and burst of a bubble in our simulations.

3.2 Bubble Detection

Previous studies have proposed methods for determining the start and burst of bubbles (Jarrow et al. 2011; Shu and Zhu 2020; Phillips and Shi 2019). Since we only simulate one stock without external impacts, we follow an intuitive metric to detect bubbles, including two measures – 1) comparing the short-term and long-term moving averages of the stock price, and 2) comparing the executed price and the fundamental value. It is worth noting that the second measure would only work in a simulated environment. Because in real markets, the fundamental price is assumed but not explicitly available.

Figure 1 also illustrates an example of the two measures in the bubble detection metric. The yellow and brown curves are the short-term and long-term price moving averages. For a bubble with upward deviated prices, as shown in Figure 1, we consider the time point when the short-term exceeds the long-term moving average as the starting of a bubble. The ending of a bubble is when the short-term average value is lower than the long-term average. The main body of the bubble also needs to meet the second measure that the executed price should be larger than the fundamental price by 2.0%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Holding</td>
<td>The agent’s current holding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Imbalance</td>
<td>The difference between the best buy and sell order volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Volatility</td>
<td>The standard deviation of a 30-min price history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mid-price</td>
<td>The latest executed price or the average of the best buy and sell price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-9</td>
<td>Momentum x-min</td>
<td>The x-min (x is 30, 60, 90, 120, or 180) momentum is an indicator of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>comparison between the 5-min and x-min moving average of the price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Bubble measurement metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bubble</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Method / Calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection</td>
<td>If is a bubble</td>
<td>1) Comparison of moving averages; 2) Fundamental value as a reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>If is a bubble, then count increments by 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magnitude</td>
<td>The average difference between the fundamental value and the mid-price in a bubble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>The average elapsed time in a bubble</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Reinforcement Learning Agent Training and Testing

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a tool for sequential decision-making that allows learning trading agents that execute optimally given the simulated environment. Like rule-based agents, RL agents also perceive the market environment and place orders accordingly in the order book. But unlike rule-based agents, they are expected to adapt to various market situations and are trained to have the optimal capability of earning profits. The RL agents perceive and interpret the market through the state space, which includes nine features explained and shown in Table 1. These features were designed and configured according to the status of the RL agent (like the “holding” feature) and the common indicators for the stock market (like “imbalance”, “volatility”, “mid-price”, and “momentum”). The RL agent’s policy network takes the feature values as inputs and outputs actions to maximize the agent’s reward. Therefore, we can model trading decisions based on signals derived from market knowledge by a Markov Decision Process and train reinforcement learning trading agents in ABIDES.

RL agents can conduct three simulation actions: 1) buy, 2) hold or do nothing, and 3) sell. Both buy and sell actions place market orders with a fixed quantity of shares throughout the experiments. The reward for the RL agent is the instant profit, which is the marked-to-market value difference between the current and the previous timestamp. The marked-to-market value is the total value of the remaining cash and the current holding volume times the latest stock mid-price. In other words, RL agents do not need to clean holding positions to realize profits. RL agents will be activated every minute in simulations and complete a cycle of observing the market status, determining and conducting an action, and receiving a reward.

RL agents were trained in five market environments with different levels of bubble experience. Such levels were represented in the increasing percentages of bubble scenarios among all training scenarios, including 0% (without bubble experience), 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% (full bubble experience). Agents share the same state space, action space, and reward function while training. The Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) algorithm was utilized for training these agents (Schulman et al. 2017). The first RL agent was trained with only non-bubble scenarios. Other RL agents were trained with bubble scenarios. The percentage of bubble scenarios during training was controlled by the random seeds in configuring agents and the market environment. In bubble scenarios, we applied the specific random seeds generated beforehand to ensure the scenarios included at least one bubble.

Once we had trained RL agents, they were applied to market simulations to evaluate their profit performance and to observe their behaviors in bubble scenarios. Our main interest in the testing sessions is the agents’ capability to affect the evolution of bubbles. Thus, we defined bubble measurement metrics in which three measures were observed and calculated. The metrics include bubble 1) count, 2) magnitude, and 3) duration, as illustrated in Table 2.

4 RESULTS

RL agents trained with different levels of bubble experience were applied to the testing sessions with 100% bubble scenarios respectively to investigate agents’ performance in terms of profit and affecting bubbles. We applied each RL agent to the simulation with another set of pre-defined bubble seeds for 1000 runs and collected experiment results.
4.1 Profit Analysis

The first experimental outcome is the profit analyses on RL agents trained with different bubble conditions. Such profit analyses illustrate RL agents’ profit capability in markets with bubbles. The histogram in Figure 2a presents the resulting profit distribution for the five RL agents. The RL agent trained without bubble experience has an average profit of 0.446, which represents 44.6% of the starting cash. Meanwhile, the standard deviation of the profit is 2.751, which indicates that the agent may result in a huge gain or loss due to the high market volatility in some scenarios. The agent trained with 25% bubble experience has a slightly higher profit average of 70.6%. Similarly, it also has a large standard deviation of 2.053.

As we expected, agents trained with a higher percentage of bubble experience have a higher expectation of profit – the agent trained with 100% bubble experience has an average profit of 98.8%. While these five profit distributions can be distinguished clearly due to the significant difference in averages, interestingly, the profit standard deviations of these agents are similar. This indicates that even agents trained with a higher percentage of bubble experience can be affected by the large market volatility in bubble scenarios and can hardly maintain a stable profit level.

4.2 Bubble Measurement Metrics

The main results for answering our research questions are based on the three bubble measurement metrics mentioned in Table 2. The resulting measures from the five agents were plotted as multi-group histograms to illustrate how RL agents affect the bubble measurement metrics and the evolution of bubbles.

4.2.1 Bubble Count

The first metric is the bubble count. As shown on the left portion of Figure 2b, bubbles do not appear in over 35% of the resulting runs for all agents’ testing sessions. And a monotonic trend indicates that the higher percentage of bubble scenarios in the agent’s training, the higher the percentage of testing runs with no bubble. Another clear trend on the right portion of Figure 2b shows that for the testing scenarios containing bubbles, the average number of bubbles decreases with the increase of agent bubble experience. Such a fact supports that agents with more bubble experience can suppress bubbles better.

A non-parametric statistical test of the Kruskal–Wallis one-way analysis of variance with a significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$ was conducted on the bubble count measures. Significance was observed that the p-value is less than 0.001 and the $\alpha$. This indicates that the level of bubble experience in RL agent training significantly impacts bubble count in testing sessions – agents with more bubble experience during training are better able to reduce the number of bubbles generated. Since agents’ only reward is profit, agents that
have experienced bubbles would trade against the trends of bubbles to ensure profits. The more bubble scenarios an agent experienced, the stronger the agent would counter the bubbles.

### 4.2.2 Bubble Magnitude

The second metric is the bubble magnitude, the average difference between the executed price and the fundamental value within a bubble. As shown in Figure 3a, the average resulting bubble magnitude for the RL agent trained without bubble experience is 7936.2 with a standard deviation of 8301.4. Similarly, with the increase in agent bubble experience, the resulting bubble magnitude decreases in the testing sessions. The average magnitude drops to 6366.2 with a standard deviation of 6419.3 for the agent trained with 100% bubble experience. The Kruskal–Wallis test result also shows significance with a p-value of 0.022, smaller than the significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$. Thus, the agent bubble experience significantly affects the resulting bubble magnitude. As with bubble counts, greater exposure to bubbles during training causes a learning agent to trade counter to them and increasingly suppress their magnitude.

### 4.2.3 Bubble Duration

The third metric is the bubble duration, which is the average elapsed time of bubbles in testing runs. The distribution of the resulting duration for all testing sessions is shown in Figure 3b. The average bubble duration for the RL agent trained without bubble experience is 4084.2 seconds with a standard deviation of 2584.5. The average bubble duration for the agent trained with 100% bubble experience is 3029.2 with a standard deviation of 2025.5. The Kruskal–Wallis test result supports the observation that the average duration slightly decreases if the agent trained with a higher percentage of bubble scenarios with a p-value less than 0.001, smaller than the significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$. So, we can conclude that the level of bubble experience in agents’ training impacts the resulting bubble duration during testing.

### 5 DISCUSSION

The RL agent testing results shown in the previous section illustrate that the level of bubble experience in the agent training process would affect the agent’s capability of countering and suppressing bubbles. An agent trained with a higher percentage of bubble scenarios would perform a trading strategy with a better capability of suppressing bubbles. So, it is anticipated that the performance and tactics of the agents trained with 0% and 100% bubble experience will vary significantly. To further analyze and compare agent strategies, we applied these two agents to a typical bubble scenario to investigate the bubble formation in the market and infer how the market environment would influence agent decisions and actions.
Figure 4: A bubble scenario example with RL agent holding position and marked-to-market profit.
Figure 5: Cumulative SHAP analysis for both agents in the example bubble scenario.

The resulting markets with RL agents’ marked-to-market profit and holding position were plotted as Figure 4a and 4b. The light blue curves in the main chart represent the executed prices generated from the simulation with the same market environment but without RL agents. A bubble appears in this scenario, starting at about 5000 seconds after the trading starts and ending at about 15000 seconds. At the bubble’s peak, the executed price deviated from the fundamental value of over 2.5%. The green curve indicates the mean-reverting fundamental value of the stock, representing the stock’s intrinsic value. The fundamental value varies within a limited range of 1.0%.

5.1 Bubble Formation

The resulting bubble formation in Figure 4a and 4b has a major difference illustrated by the executed prices with RL agents. Applying the RL agent trained without bubble experience, the bubble still exists in the market, as shown in pink. The resulting bubble’s price deviation doubled compared to the original value. The green and red markers represent RL agents’ “buy” and “sell” orders. While there were some “sell” orders, most orders placed by the agent were “buy” orders during the bubble generation period. This is also supported by the RL agent holding position plot in Figure 4a that the holding volume increased when the stock price surged. Such buy orders caused a huge loss to the agent at the end of the trading day since the agent could not sell all holdings within a short period when the bubble burst. The agent’s profit is indicated in the marked-to-market value plot as the percentage of the starting cash.

The agent trained with 100% bubble experience suppressed the original bubble’s price deviation. The maximum deviation between the executed price and the fundamental value was reduced to less than 1.0% of the fundamental value. Thus, no bubble appears in this case. At about 5000 seconds, the executed price increased due to the overwhelming “buy” orders from the momentum and herding agents. However, the RL agent placed “sell” orders to the opposite side of the biased order book. This is reflected in the holding position plot in Figure 4b. Such “sell” orders balanced the order book and suppressed the original bubble. Also, these “sell” orders brought a large profit to the RL agent after the executed price dropped.

5.2 RL Agent Strategy Analyses

We ran the SHAP analysis throughout the trading day. And we collected the corresponding SHAP values for the nice features in RL agents’ state space at all timestamps to form cumulative SHAP value scatter plots shown in Figure 5. The cumulative SHAP value plots illustrate the overall feature importance ranking in the state space based on all conducted actions by the agents. Different scatter colors for a specific feature represent the degree of that feature contributing to agent actions.

Using Figure 5a, which illustrates the feature importance for the agent trained without bubble experience, as an example, the red scatters of the “imbalance” feature represent a high imbalance in the order book,
and such values lead to negative SHAP values, which indicate the “buy” action in RL agents’ action space. In other words, if the “buy” orders or bids outweigh the “sell” orders or asks, the agent prefers to place “buy” orders and intensify the imbalance in the order book. This agent also relies heavily on its holding positions and the 60-min momentum of the stock price. As the second important feature, low holding values, representing negative holding positions due to short selling, contribute to the “buy” action. When the 60-min momentum shows an upward trend, the agent prefers to place “buy” orders. Therefore, we can infer that the agent trained without bubble experience learned a “momentum-based” trading strategy. The agent follows the emerging short-term trends in the order book and places orders to intensify the trends. Understanding that the market volatility of the scenarios without a bubble is relatively low compared to the bubble scenarios, such a short-term momentum-based strategy can benefit the agent by following the stock’s fundamental value and making profits. However, in bubble scenarios, closely tracing the short-term momentum and placing orders to aggravate the order book imbalance will possibly cause huge losses.

The agent trained with 100% bubble experience also relies on the “imbalance” feature, ranked as the second feature shown in Figure 5b. However, according to the SHAP value shown in the horizontal axis, the general influence of “imbalance” was lower compared to the other agent. High imbalance values, indicating overwhelmed “buy” orders in the order book, contributed less to placing buy orders than the agent without bubble experience. Also, long-term price momentum features, including 120 and 180-min, majorly contributed to the decisions. Unlike short-term momentum tracing all price trends, 120 and 180-min momentum filter price surges caused by minor variances and capture significant price moves with a longer duration in bubble periods. In this scenario, high long-term momentum values led to placing “sell” orders that suppressed bubbles. This reveals that the trading strategy of this agent majorly relies on the stock’s intrinsic value and is more conservative to the imbalanced order book and price surges.

While training the RL agents, momentum and herding agents will push the price towards a certain direction and create large volatility to form bubbles. However, such a direction can be upward or downward due to the randomness in the fundamental value generated by an O-U process. So, the agent trained with 100% bubble experience would experience large market volatility in two possible directions. Such uncertainty and large volatility in the market cause the agent to learn conservative trading strategies, which rely on long-term momentum, and place orders to balance the order book.

Therefore, we can conclude that these two agents demonstrated different trading strategies. The agent trained without bubble experience closely follows the short-term price momentum and tends to place orders to the dominant side in the order book to intensify existing momentum, thereby acting like momentum traders. In contrast, the other agent learned a more conservative trading strategy, in which the agent monitored long-term momentum and placed orders to suppress significant price surges back towards the fundamental values, acting like value traders. Such strategy differences led to a considerable difference in profit and bubble measurements.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigated the impact of experiencing asset price bubbles during training on the converged trading strategies of reinforcement learning traders. We expected that RL agents trained with a higher percentage of bubble scenarios would better suppress future bubbles. We specified three bubble measurement metrics: count, magnitude, and duration. RL agents were trained with different percentages (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%) of bubble scenarios and applied to test sessions containing at least one bubble. Experimental results show significant differences in agent performance across all bubble measurements and support our hypothesis that the agent’s ability to suppress bubbles increases with the percentage of bubble scenarios in the agent’s training.

In this study, market bubbles burst via a regulatory time constraint. In future work, we plan to investigate bubbles burst by liquidity shortage and examine how this affects market equilibrium when bubbles are present. Also, we used a fixed order size for the actions of the RL agents. Since these agents only act once per minute, they cannot quickly accumulate a large position. In future research, we will implement a
continuous action space for more dynamic order sizes. As the next step, we will use historical market bubble prices to calibrate our bubble generation mechanism and further evaluate our trained agents to measure their profit capabilities and performance of suppressing bubbles. In summary, learning from experience can enhance RL traders’ ability to handle unusual market conditions like bubbles. Learning agents exposed to bubbles in training can reduce market volatility and potentially prevent bubble occurrence. The results from this study provide us insight that exposure to rare and extreme market scenarios is important for the safety of developing large-scale autonomous trading systems.
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